# WALNUT CREEK SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST

## 6th Grade
- **1" Binder**
- **Math**
- **NO TRAPPER KEEPER** They do not fit in our lockers
- (2) **Spiral Notebooks** Science, Social Studies
- (2) **Composition Journals** English, Social Studies
- (3) **Folders (w/pockets & prongs)** Science - green, English - yellow, Social Studies - red
- **Graph paper notebook**
- **loose leaf lined paper**
- **headphones/earbuds**
- 6 packages of 3x5 notecards
- 4 packages of post-it notes
- 4 glue sticks
- **Ruler**
- **Protractor**
- **Scientific Calculator (not graphing)** red, black and blue pens
- **Multi-color highlighters**
- **pencils**

**Optional:** **Kleenex**
**Hand sanitizer**
**Disinfecting Wipes**

## 7th Grade
- (2) **1" or 1.5" Binder** Math, Social Studies
- **NO TRAPPER KEEPER** They do not fit in our lockers
- (2) **Spiral Notebooks** Science, Social Studies
- (2) **Composition Journals** English, Social Studies
- (3) **Folders (w/pockets & prongs)** Science - green, English - yellow, Social Studies - red
- **Graph paper notebook**
- **loose leaf lined paper**
- **headphones/earbuds**
- 6 packages of 3x5 notecards
- 4 packages of post-it notes
- 4 glue sticks
- **Ruler**
- **Protractor**
- **Scientific Calculator (not graphing)** red, black and blue pens
- **Multi-color highlighters**
- **Colored pencils**
- **pencils**

**Optional:** **Kleenex**
**Hand sanitizer**
**Disinfecting Wipes**

## 8th Grade
- (3) **1" or 1.5" Binder** Math, Science, Social Studies
- **NO TRAPPER KEEPER** They do not fit in our lockers
- (2) **Spiral Notebooks** Science, Social Studies
- **Composition Journal** English
- (2) **Folders (w/pockets & prongs)** Science - green, English - yellow
- **Graph paper notebook**
- **loose leaf lined paper**
- **headphones/earbuds**
- 6 packages of 3x5 notecards
- 4 packages of post-it notes
- 4 glue sticks
- **Ruler**
- **Protractor**
- **Scientific Calculator (not graphing)** red, black and blue pens
- **Multi-color highlighters**
- **Colored pencils**
- **pencils**

**Optional:** **Kleenex**
**Hand sanitizer**
**Disinfecting Wipes**

---

If your child is taking PE they will also need a combination lock, composition Journal, gym clothes and gym shoes.